Should any Prime Craft 1000 door manufactured by
Prime-Line, Inc., when used in a residential application fail
to conform to this published warranty, Prime-Line, Inc. will
repair or replace the door. Prime-Craft 1000 doors, under
this warranty, must have been purchased from the
manufacturer pre-primed. Our warranty is valid only
when Prime Craft 1000 doors are installed as outlined in our
installation and ﬁnishing instruction guide. Warping is not
considered a manufacturing defect unless the warp exceeds
a variance of 1/4” on all 6-8 doors and 3/8” on all 7-0 & 8-0
doors. See our instruction guide for full details on this
issue. Size tolerance: thickness +/- 1/16”, width and length
+/- 1/16”, pre-*ﬁt width +/- 1/32”, factory prepped tolerance
on lock and hinge preparation cutouts +/- 1/32”. Note:
Doors should not be subjected to extreme heat and/or
humidity. Relative humidity should not be less than 30% or
more than 60% during installation or while being stored. In
the event of a claim, Prime-Line, Inc, at its option, will either
(1) repair the door or replace the door in the same manner
as it was initially supplied by the manufacturer, or (2)
refund the original price paid to Prime-Line, Inc. Under no
circumstances shall Prime-Line, Inc. pay for the cost of labor
to install, remove, ﬁnish, or repair a Prime Craft 100 interior
or exterior door. Prime-Line, Inc. is also not responsible for
transportation, shipping, removal, or installation costs that
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Claimant must provide proof of purchase at the time of
submission of claim. Prime Craft 1000 representatives,
distributors, builders, vendors, etc. can not alter this
warranty in any way. Please read this warranty in
conjunction with our installation and ﬁnishing instruction sheet which is available from our builder or Prime
Craft 1000 retailer.

Warranty Period: Prime Craft 1000 Interior Doors Lifetime , Prime Craft 1000 Exterior Doors - 2 Years

are incurred in replacing our product. Not covered under
this warranty is normal wear and tear, home owner or
individual abuse, neglect, weathering and/or altering the
door in any way. Prime Craft 1000 interior and exterior
doors must be ﬁnished on all six surfaces with a high
quality interior/exterior paint manufactured in the United
States within ﬁfteen days of application on interior doors
and within three days on all exterior doors or the
warranty is void. Claims under Prime-Line, Inc. limited
warranties must be made in writing by the original
purchaser.
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